
INCORPORATION OF BARRJSTERS' PRÂCTICES

MEMORANDUM OFADVICE

I have been asked to express my views on three questions which have been

raised for consideration by the Bar Council:

whether incorporation of barristers' practices v/ould result in any tax

benefìts to them;

whether there a¡e any benefits, or disadvantages, from incorporation

in terms of limitation of barristers' liability;

whether there are any other advântages or disadvantages for

barristers, or the Bar, from barristers being able to incorporåte their

practices.

The expression "incorporation of barristers' Practices" is a broad one, of

so mewhat uncertain denotation.

In some of the discussion to date it has been taken to refer to a barrister

incorporating å company of which he or she is sole member and director, entering

into a service contract with the comPany at a fixed salary, and causing the

company to contract to provide the services of the barrister (as advocate or

adviser) to dients for a fee corresponding to what the bartister would charge the

client in the absence of the company arrangement. Under this arrangement there

would be no direct contractual engâgement (neithet expressly nor in fact) between

the barrister and the client, but the corporation would contract specifically to

provide the benefit of the services of the barrister io the client, and the barrister

(a)

(b)

(c)



would perform the advocacy or advisory seryices. This is what I will refer to âs the

"bare model."

A slightly more complex model has the company owned not by the barrister

but by the trustee of a trust for the benefit of the barrister and his or her family, or

by a second compâny the shares in which are held by the barrister or by such a

trustee. I r¡/ill refer to this es the "family o\4nership model."

Summary of opínton

LT my opinion, as a matter of practical reality incorporation of barristers'

practices on the "bare model" provides no material ta:x advantages to the barríster

concerned and affords no limitation of potential liability. While in practical

reality no material tax advantage is conferred, I can see no other advantage in

incorporation and the prima facie or "headline" benefit - the application to fee

income of the corporate tax rate of 30%o rather than the mâximum personal rate of

45olo plus levies - is a benefit the seeking of which can only, in my view, âtuact

opprobrium to and diminish the standing of the Bar, and reduce its effectiveness as

an âdvocate of public interests.

The family ownership model offers the opportunity to diveft part of the

income arising from the practice to a recipient who takes no part in the conduct of

the prâctice - either family members, or a company owned by or t¡ust for the

bcnefit of family members or the barrister - and thereby to vest it in a party

beyond the reach of a liability claim and one who is subiected to tax at a lower rate

than that imposed on the barrister. However, in my view the advantages are

illusory: if the barrister has taken the steps necessâry to attrâct the ope(ation of

the Professional Standards Act, his or her liability âbsent incorPoration is no

greater than the liability of the recipient of the diverted income; and the reduction

in the barrister's tax liability is one which would not survive a challenge by the

Commissioner of Taxation which the Commissioner has fo¡eshadowed would be

made in such circumstances.

I consider that t-he "incorporation of ba¡ristcrs' Prâctices" would confer no

âdvantage on those who undertake it. While it mey iustly be said that it is no Part



of the role of the Commissioner of Taxation (or the Commonwealth generally) to

dictate to batristers âny more than to any other cåtegory of taxpayer how they

should organise the conduct of their business affairs ("It is not .. the function of

income tax ,A.cts or of those who administer them to dictate to taxpayers in what

business they shall engâge or how to run their business" - Tweddle v FC of T (1942)

I80 CLR 1, 7), where positive steps must be taken both by the Bar Council and by

barristers to effect a change in business structure, and where the change would

confer no prâctícal advantage and only the superfìcial apPearence of a fiscal

advantege, but would by reason of that superfìcial appearance be inimical to the

standing and institutional effectiveness of the Bar, it would in my view be

inappropriate for the Council to take those steps. I would recommend that

Council not endorse the changes to the rules necessary to authorise "incorporation

of barristers' practices,"

Lìabilíty consequences of the børe moìlel

It is of the essence of the bare model that what the corPoration has the

right to provide is the personal service and exPertise of the berrister concerned,

The client contracts with the corporation, not expressly with the barrister. That is

not to say that it would be beyond the ingenuity of counsel for a dissatisfied clíent,

or of a judge confronted with the arrangement, to find that there was â concufient

oral contrect between the client and the barrister, under which the barrister agreed

to petform the stipulated seryices in consideration of the promise to pay the fees to

the corporation. While such a contract, and any contractual liabilíty, could be

expressly denied by the cerms of a fee agreement, a term to that effect is untikely

to assist in the expansion of the barrister's Practice.

Exclusion of contractual tiability, and limiting such liability to the

corporation, does not exclude all liability of the barrister for default in

performance of the agreed services. It is not now open to contest that save so far

as excluded by considerations of public policy a barrister owes a duty of cåre to

those for whose benefit his services are provided (Giannarelli v Wrøith (1988) ló5

CLR 543, 555, 559; D'Ortø-Ek¿nøike v Vícturta Legal Aiil (2005) 223 CLR I); and

so far as liabiliry is so excluded, incorporation offers no incrementâl advantage over

conduct of the barrister's practice as an individual.



If there is an event of liability it will arise from the actions of the barrister,

and if those actions gjve rise to liability, that liability is visited on the barrister as

well as on the corporation.

At a pragmatic level, the Professional Standards Acç and the Barristers'

Scheme provide effective limitation of liability to any barrister who has properly

secured and maíntained professional indemnity cover (as is required for a

practicing certificâte). While there âre excess åmounts payable under such policies,

the excess is unlikely to be more than would be the cost involved in defending an

action on the part of a corporation "carrying on" the practice. (I do not

understand it to be suggested that a company against which a claim was made

woúld be abandoned to insolvenry without defending the claim, or that the

bârrister would continue in practice as the employee of another, "phoenix"

company.)

, Corporations conducting a barrister's prâctice could be btought within the

scope of the Barrister's Scheme by appropriatc amendment, and the benefìt of s I8

obtained, but no additional advantage over the present mode of conducting

practice, as an individual, is aPparent.

Liability consequenæs of thr fømiþ ownershíp model

If the profit arising from a disparity between the salary and benefits (such

as superannuation) provided to the bâ¡rister and the net fee income derived by the

prâctice company were to be distributed to a holding company, or co family

members or a trustee for them, there would be no direct liabitity for claims by

dissatisfied clients of the practice. In that sense, the profits would be "sheltered"

from liability.

If however the holding company is owned solely by the barrÌster - as has

been suggested in the model advanced for consideration by the Bar Council - no

eventual protection is afforded. For the reasons noted above, the barrister remains

liable to the client despite the interposition of the company, and the barríster's

assets, including the shares in the holding company, are available to creditors,

whether by way of exccution or through insolvency proceedings.



If the holding compâny is owned by or for family members, the shares in it

âre not assets available to the creditots of the barrister. Whether any distríbution

to the holding company is, in circumstances where the distribution is made to

protect the distributed assets from creditors of the practice compâny, one

¡ecoverable by a liquidator of the practice comPany is a question which has yet to

come under judicial examination.

Conparßon with incorporatizn by solicitors

Much has been made in the discussion of the proposal for inco¡poration of

the circumstance that soliiitors, including some solicitors in sole practice, have

been permitted to incorporate their practices and have done so without reported

challenge from creditors or tåx authorities. This discussion fails to take account of

the differences between a solicitors' Practice ând a barrister's pract;ce.

The attraction of a limited liability company as the vehicle for a solicitors'

prâctice líes in the difference from partnership: a solicitor-director of e prectice

company is not personally liable for the negliçnt acts of another officer or

employee of the company. Where the services of the practice are provided by

more than one professional - including the case where the services are provided by

only one solicitor in sole practice, assisted by an employed solicitor or by a clerk

skilled in conveyancing or litigation support - there may be good reason for

securing the conduct of the practice by an incorporated company, although the

extent of the advantage actually obtained is diminished by the Professional

Standards Act.

It is of the essence of a barrister's practice is a solo practice: it is that of the

barrister concerned, and nobody else. There is no other person for whose acts the

barrister is liable (the barrister assumes personal responsibility for the correctness

of research or preparâtion done by a "devil" and neither at present nor under

incorporetion is the barrisær liable for the acts of a leader or a iunior). The

liability advantage of inctrporation for a solicitor does not obtain in the case of a

barrister. The¡e is no non-fiscal benefit to e bârrister arising from incorporetion.



Tax consequences of the børe model

The prima facie difference between the tax rate applicable to companies

(30olo) and the maximum rate applicable to individuals in sole practice (45olo ptus

Medicare levies) is obvious, and much has been made of it in support of the case

for incorporation. It is to be expected that much would also be made of it in the

popular press if incorporation were assailed as promotion of tax avoidance on the

part of the Bar.

The difference betwèen tÐ( rates applicable on receipt of the fees is however

only a part of the tax effect of incorporating barristers' Practices.

Statistical information on the incomes of barristers is not readily available,

but the most recent ÁBS suwey material (for 2007-8) reports a national âverage

annual net income of $580;000 for silk and $195,000 for juniors. Anecdotal

evidence suggests that post-GFC income levels have not exceeded that level. The

average of course is derived from a wide range: a survey by the Victorian Bar in

2010 reported that 28olo of female and l3olo of male barristers earned less than

$50,000 annually.

The tax payable by an indMdual taxpayer (including Medicare and NDIS

lery) on an income of $135;000 is approximately $40,500 - the sâme as the tax

payable by a company on the same amount of income. Bclow that level of income,

the tax burden on the individual is lower than that on â company derMng the

same net income, It has been suggested that the company would pay the barrister

a salary of $80,000 (the point at which additional personal income is subject to a

marginal tax rate of 37% rather than 30olo) and make a profit of $55,000, resulting

in a tax liability on tïe net fee and salary incomes of the barrister and the

company of some $35,o00 ($17,500 payable by the barrister and $I6,500 payable

by the company). The suggested tax saving is some $5,500.

Although there has been loose talk of the difference between the maximum

personal tx rate of 45o/o and the company tax rate of 30%o, and application of the

difference of l59o to supposed incomes of barristers, even the most ambitious

incorporation proposal does not suppose thet the barrister would be paid no



remuneration by the company, nor that the berrister would be subiect to the

maximum personal rate on the v/hole of his or her professional income.

To the extent of the net income of the prâctice that exceeds $135,000 -
and assuming the barrister's salary is kept at or below $135,000 - the reduction of

tax (including levies) on receipt of fees is lTVo of fees earned in excess of that sum.

It is tliis difference whích is propounded as the tex advântage of incorporation' To

keep matters in a practical perspective, at $135,000 net Practice income and a

salary of $80,000, the difference in tax on net fee income is some $5,5O0; at the

average juniors'income in 2008, of $195,000, it is some $IS,ZOO; at the âverage

silk's prâctice income of $580,000 the difference is some $80,000.

In considering these figures, attractive as they at first are, it must be talcn

into âccount that there is some plausibility gap in the proposition that the value of

the bârrister's ser.r'ices to the company is $80,000 while the value of his or her

services to the clients is the $195,000 or $580,000 recovered by the company. It

is difficult to see any good reason why experienced counsel would accept $80,000

as a fair salary from the company and be complicit in charging clients $195,000 or

$580,000 âs the cåse may be (recognising that the latter figures are everages

disgu.ising a much wider range). To the extent thåt the salary paid to the bârrister

exceeds $80,000 the prima facie fiscal advantage is reduced: the marginal rate of

tåx on the increase in salary exceeds the corporâte rate. It is, in short, essentiâl to

the case for a fiscal advantage from incorporation thet the remuneration of the

barrister be suppressed to the level of $80,000; but the suppression is difficult to

support on any commercial ground.

Whatever may be the defensible level of diversion of net fee income from

the barrister to the practice company, the notion that the diversion results in a

fiscal advantage is, in my view, mistaken. Two underlying assumptiôns in the

calculation of the advantage are, in my opinion, false, and vitíâte the calculation.

The fìrst assumption is that an arrangement whereby the barrister was

remunerated by a salary of $80,000 but his services yielded to t}re company gtoss

income substantially in excess of thet amount and so a substantial profir (in the

case of the suggested salary, and net fee income equal to the reported âveråge net



fee income of junior counsel, a profit margin of more than l40olo of the salary

provided to the barrister) would survive challenge by the Commissioner of

Taxation, In my view, it would be open to the Commissioner to mâke and defend

a determinâtion under Part IVA of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 that the

profit be Ìncluded in the assessable income of the barrister. Without descending

too far Ìnto the technicalities of that Part, which has entertained the High Court

on more than one occasion, the incorporâtion of the Prectice and its conduct by

the company \ryould comprise a s I77A scheme, the non-derivation b'y the barrister

of income which absent incorporation would have accrued to him or her is a s

I77C tax benefít, and no substantial obiectively ascertained purpose for entering

into the scheme can be advanced other than the obtaining of the tax benefit -
since for the reasons above no commercial advantage, in terms of liability or

otherwise, can be advanced. I do not think any judge of the Federal Court would

hesitate in finding that the dominant putpose of incorporation was to obtain a tax

saving.

It has been suggested that the Commissioner would not, or could not

successfully, rely on Part [VA. I disagree. 'fhe Commissioner's attitude to

diversion of income from sole practitioners to p¡actice companies has not changed

sínce he warned, in his ruling I'f2503 (concerning medical practitionels), that any

ârrangement under which the company made a net profit would be attacked under

Part IVA. For the reasons given above, I think. he would in the bare model case

succeed. Suggestions that the taxpayer is supported by decisions on the former

general tax avoidance provision, s 260, such as W P lGighery Pr! Lil v F C ofT

(1957) 100 CLR 66, are insupportable: "Part IVÂ is to be construed and applied

according to its terms, not under the influence of 'muffled echoes of old

arguments' concerning other legislation," as the High Court said in FCT v Spotless

Swicæ Lttl (i996) 186 CLR 404, 414 in respect of another âttempt to invoke the

freedom of a taxpayer to "order his affairs so that the tax âttaching ... is less than

it otherwise would be" which was the foundation of the "choice" doctrine applied

to s 260.

The second assumption is that it is only the tax on receipt of fees which

need be taken into account. Only if the profit of the company were retained and



invested by the company would the tax on its profìt be the only tax payable by

those involved in the bare model of incorporated practice. If the profìts are

distributed to t¡e barrister shareholder, tax is payable on the distribution. If the

profits are made available to the shareholder by other means, such as direct or

indirect loans (or any other payment reaching the barrister or any associate such as

family members, directly or indirectly), tax is payable on a deemed dividend which

cannot be franked and so is taxable at full rates and without credit for the tax paid

by the company (Division 7A of Part III of the 193ó Act). A non-taxable

t¡/ithdrawal of funds drawn from the profits of the company can only be effected

by way of a secured loan at relatively high statutory rate of interest, receipt of

which is taxable to the company but is only deductible to the bartister if the fúnds

withdrawn are used for income earning purposes. Imposition of tax on the interest

more than offsets any tax benefit by way of reduction of tax on the net fee income.

While it cannot be said to be necessarily or a priori so, it is my observation

in more than four decades of formal and collegiate advice to barristers on their

affairs that only those in the latest stages of a long career have free investable

funds not required to discharge liâbilities (whether for loans or for unpaid tax) or

to meet personal expenses. Most bârristers have a fìrm desire to enioy a lifestyle -
expenses, holidays, motor vehicles and residences - commensurate \ivith their fee

earnings. Many have 
. 
to resort to borrowings to fìnence their qr.rerterly tax

pâyments. The idea that a barrister genèrating net fees of $195,000 (or $580,000

in the case of siltc) would be satisfied and able to meet personal commitments from

a salary of $80,000, and to leave the rest of the net fees to be invested by the

company, is not remotely plausible; in practice, the profits of the company would

be drawn on by the barrister and in consequence would be taxable in his or her

hands - with the result that the "saving" tesulting from derivation by the company

would be lost.

While the decision whether to sponsor an amendment to the rules to allow

incorporâtion is a poticy decision for the Council and not one for this advice, I

would find it difficult to iusti$/ such a decision for the benefit of the very few

senior members of the ba¡ (or the few barristers of independent means) whoqe

financial ciicumstanc€s are such that th€y would have no need to draw on the



profits of the practice company. Moteover, in my observation, few if any of such

barristers would regard it as apPropriate to resort to incorporation of their

practices or, were they to do so, to limit their salaries to $80,000'

Tax consequences of the famiþ ownøship model

Distribution of profits by way of franked dividend to a holding company

would result in no tax liabitity to the holding company (the frankìng credits would

offset the tax on the dividends), but would leave the profits "trapped" in the

holding company and any attempt to liberate them to the barrister or his family

for personal use would subject the profìts to the same tax liabilities as are discussed

above.

Distríbution to family members râther than the barrister would prima facie

secure the benefit of the lower marginâl tâx rates on the initial "slices" of income,

although income distributed to minor children is taxed at the maximum personal

rate (as a disincentive to income splitting) so that the opportunity to obtain that

benefit is usually rather limited. But limited as the benefit may be, it is one to

which the Commissioner is vehemently opposed, and it may confidently be

expected that upon becoming aware of a distribution of the incomc of tJre practice

company to family members the Commissioner would invoke Part IV,\ to tax the

ba¡rister on the income of the company.

Even in the case of profits retained and reinvested by the company, the

Commissioner would, consistently \¡/ith the stanc€ he has taken in the past, rely on

Part IVA to assess income equal to that of the compâny to the barister, on the

premise that but for the establishment of the "incorporated practice" the

investment income would have been derived by the barrister, and its diversion to

the company is principally actuated by the tax saving.

For the reasons given earlier, in my view the barríster would fail in a

challenge to a Part IVA determinâtion.

IO



Self e du cøtlon expêns es

During the course of discussion concerning incorporation of barristers'

practices, some reliance has been placed on the announcement by the former

Treasurer of proposed limits on the available deductions for self-education

expenses. It has been suggested that the expenses to which the ânnouncement was

directed would be deductible as outgoings of a company but not as outgoings of a

barrister.

Four thíngs may briefly be said of this argument.

First, the primary terget of the announcement was "large claims for

expenses such as fìrst class airfares, fïve star accommodation and expensive

courses.'l The deductibility of such claims to barristers in sole practice is at best

questionable; the costs of holidays disguised as, or incidentally including, seminars

do not on investigation quali$r for deductibility, The position is not improved by

substitution of a company for a barrister as the perty incurring the expense'

Second, the announcement was that of the former Treasurer (and appears

on his website, not on the Treâsury website). It was made during the dying days

of the past Prime Ministership, as part of the then Treasurer's rhetoric directed at

reclaiming the votes of disaffected core Labor voters The present Prime Ministet

has disclaímed "class warfare" measures, and the Opposition Leader is no more

enthusiastic about the proposal. Professional bodíes are mounting a coherent

campaign against the proposal. It appears rçlatively unlikely to be implemented.

Third, the proposal is no more than a press ennouncement. Even if the

former Treasurer had retained office - not only up to but beyond the forthcoming

election - the language of any amendment to the income tax legislation might be

expected to vary significantly from that of the announcement, both as to the

expenses allowable and ãs to the tax consequences for employers who outlaid

amounts such as the announcement is concerned \¡iith.

Fourth, if the main obiectively ascertainable advantage of incorporation \ryas

to secure a tax deduction for otherwise non:deductible expenses; the

II



Commissioner would be entitled to negâte the deduction by the making of a Part

IVA determination.

In short, I do not see the issue arising from the former Treasurer's

announcement concerning self education exPenses as one iustifying support for

incorporation of barristets' Practices,

Conclusíon

There are in my view no non-fiscal advantages arising from the bare model

of incorporation and in practice few if any arising from the family ownership

model.

In my view the theoretically available fiscal advantages of incorporation of

barristers' practices are slight and in Practice few if any Practising membets of the

bar would be able to secure them, even if Part IVA were not invoked by the

Commissioner of Taxation. So far as eny tax saving could, or would, result from

incorporetion, the Commissioner would in my view be entitled to negete the tâx

saving by making approprÌâte determinations under Part IVA, and the barrister

would have no sígnificant prospect of having the determinations set aside.

Wentworth Chambers
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